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Information

Description:
In late December 1980 the fine
men and women of the USAF 81st
security were exposed to
something unexplained in
Rendlesham Forest.

Their Command chain left them
high and dry. We demand Justice
for the 81st and we demand an
explanation from the US
government as to what they were
exposed to. We demand the USAF
release their classified files on the
incident.
Website:
http://backtobentwaters.blogspot.com
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Chris Armold I love how the sheep element of this silly UFO fan club
want me to prove that something didn't happen. For those of you who
think that calling people liars is offensive, well it's my opinion and I'm
entitled to my opinion. These idiots calling for justice for the 81st SPS
Rendlesham story-tellers are a disgrace to the unit, the wing and the
USAF. Let me make it exceptionally clear that no one in officialdom
gives them any credence. Justice... jesus christ, justice for what? Why
can't anyone explain just what is the injustice done to these guys?
When these guys prove their story I'll be happy to apologize and retract
my opinion that they are just blowing smoke up people's asses. You
wanna be a serious student of UFOlogy, then do your job and ask
serious, hard, probing questions. Don't accept fuzzy, twisted, contorted
rambling theories. The credibility of your little hobby is at stake.
2 minutes ago · Like · Comment

Philip Mantle Can anyone help me locate a mobile telephone
number for Larry Warren please. He's supposed to be speaking at a
conference in Florence this weekend and my colleagues there have been
unable to locate him. Many thanks
2 hours ago · Like · Comment

Chris Armold You UFO types are your own worst enemies. No one
will ever take you serious unless you self-police and expose those who
are simply using your enthusiasm to make money or a name for
themselves. Why is it you don't see Burroughs or Penniston challenging
my words here? Kick that around for a few. I've posted probably a
dozen comments here and almost no one has said anything. To me that
speaks volumes about the quality of the people who buy into this hoax.
Are you thinking, living, human beings or simply stupid sheep who are
so desperate to believe in UFO's that you cling on to absolute bullshit?
So far the latter seems to be the case.
3 hours ago · Like · Comment

Chris Armold likes this.

Chris Armold If you people are so serious about UFO's if you
research the events and seriously believe they exist WHY are you
diminishing the credibility of legitimate research by giving any
credibility to these fraudsters? I challenge anyone to demonstrate or
show me one single piece of evidence that conclusively proves that an
alien spacecraft landed in the Rendlesham Forest. I live in the real
world, the world of facts, proof and legitimacy. Nothing I've seen here,
nothing I experience at Woodbridge, Burroughs, Halt, Penniston and the
rest are unable to even get on the same page. Their versions of events
change, evolve and become more desperate with each spinning of the
tale.
3 hours ago · Like · Comment

Peter Wooton and Chris Armold like this.

Chris Armold You people who buy into this hoax need to ask these
people some serious questions. Why is it these three people are the
only people out of thousands who lived and worked at the twin bases to
make such assertions? Why is it that the rest of us from 81 SPS and
81st TFW ignore them, laugh at them and make fun of them? They
embarrass us because their bogus assertions make collectively stain the
reputation of a great unit. Put me in front of anyone of of these poor
justice starved guys and you'll soon discover they have zero credibility.
Do not simply buy the rubbish these people are peddling without
taking a very hard look at their stories. These guys took months if not
years to create this myth. Had there been a real UFO there would be
dozens of people standing together, not three goof-balls who can't
even get on the same page.
19 hours ago · Like · Comment

Chris Armold likes this.
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Chris Armold Someone needs to explain to me exactly what these
people consider to be unjust? One can't create a fantasy event and then
claim injustice when people call bullshit on you. I was in 81st SPS, I was
in the forest. What am I missing? Perhaps these poor unfortunate guys
had an alien anal probe that affected their brains. That's certainly where
there heads seem to be at!
19 hours ago · Like · Comment

Chris Armold likes this.

Chris Armold It's interesting that I was invited to join this group yet
for some reason my posts seem to disappear. I'm a 20 year veteran of
the USAF and a former member of the 81st SPS. I wandered around for
two nights in the Rendlesham Forest chasing lights back in Dec, 1980.
C'mon John, you and "Stopper" must remember. Hey John, care to
explain why on Unsolved Mysteries you stated you were suddenly and
unexpectedly sent to Korea from Bentwaters? Did you forget about your
two years at Grissom AFB Indiana where you lived across the hall from
me in the dorm. By the way, what is the injustice that you poor victims
have suffered? What is the terrible fate you three have suffered at the
hands of the government and the USAF because of your encounter?
C'mon John explain how your chain of command left you high and dry.
19 hours ago · Like · Comment

Chris Armold likes this.

Jason M. Pepper Great page I posted your fine websites on my
group page I hope it sends folks your way for added support

Jason
PAIR A NORMAL GUYS INC

pairanormalguysincradio.tk
pairanormalguysincradio.tk
pairanormalguysincradio.tk

Yesterday at 4:40am · Like · Comment

Jason M. Pepper likes this.

Chris Armold Fine websites? Added support? What do these
guys need "support" for? Who's after them? Who's screwing
them? Where's the injustice?
13 hours ago · Flag

Deno Gettas I fully support the 81st
Thursday at 4:30pm · Like · Comment

David Fugere Will be looking forward to the new information if at all
this is solvable! Will be going off line for about a month or so due to a
move but please don't delete me, I will be back!
Thursday at 12:06pm · Like · Comment

Wayne Miller likes this.

Wayne Miller No way Brother, I don't delete
Thursday at 12:12pm · Flag

David Fugere Thanks Wayne, would be great to meet you in
person sometime! Your my kind of people and very few around
here! Things haven't happened as they are in other places! North
Dakota is thriving and actually the North East corner is
overwhelmed wi...
See More
22 hours ago · Flag

Chris Armold Solvable? What's solvable?
13 hours ago · Flag

Laura Brown Merrell those guys really need justice!! now
Wednesday at 5:24pm · Like · Comment

Chris Armold From who? From what? What is the injustice?
13 hours ago · Flag

Craig Yahne Thanks for sharing your experience jt's help make an
impact for others to share there experiences.
Wednesday at 3:09pm · Like · Comment

Justice for the Bentwaters 81st Security Police at Rendlesham
Forest 1980 Time is drawing near to the 28th of December... much will
be answered about this case.
November 9 at 12:49pm · Like · Comment

Ronnie Dugdale, Michael Radford, Solaris BlueRaven and 11 others
like this.
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Travel Scientist Dr. Ronald
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UFO incident. The best
documented landing and
take-
6:05am Nov 4
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Chris Armold Like what? You guys are going to finally come
clean about making all this crap up?
14 hours ago ·   · Flag

Vicky Richartz yeah ? What Chris said
7 hours ago · Flag

Chris Armold This isn't a cause, this is a scam. I'm happy to
answer any questions, take on any challenges regarding this
fraud. I can shoot all of these people down in flames. They are
absolutely unable to support their lies. You'll notice that the ...
See More
18 minutes ago · Flag

1 person

Bobby Bartram i hope you guys have a great time on the 30th
ann.of the rendlesham ufo incident.i hope you guys make a great
documentry of the 30th ann.i will buy it.i will always belive you all are
telling the truth.
November 5 at 10:58pm · Like · Comment

Chris Armold I'll bet you believed everything Obama told you
too!
13 hours ago · Flag

Justice for the Bentwaters 81st Security Police at Rendlesham
Forest 1980 If gravity can effect time, and light can create gravity, then
light can effect time.

World Exclusive video: Time Travel Scientist Dr. Ronald
Mallett, History Channel
www.youtube.com
For quite some time, Ronald Mallett has been working on
plans for a time machine. This machine uses a ring laser
and the theory of relativity. Mallett first argued that the
ring laser would produce a limited amount of frame-
dragging which might be measured experimentally, saying:
In Einstein'

November 4 at 2:37pm · Like · Comment

Michael Radford, Tom Johansson, Solaris BlueRaven and 4 others
like this.

Chris Armold Oh c'mon. you people are really nuts here aren't
you.
13 hours ago · Flag

Tracy Farley Chris it is very rare for me to go into strings such
as this.However I am on this occasion .Time research is a very
very serious subject indeed.Might I suggest that you take a look
at the very real research that is presently underway.This will give
you and others a good insight to the present situation within the
Time sector.I personally am not overly familar with Dr Maletts
work,But I am very familiar with Dr Andersons work of the
Anderson institute,you might wish to take a look.I personally
know Dr Anderson and have met with him and I have discussed
with him the level of research that is taking place.The most
serious places presently are in India and Korea and also some
serious research now taking place in Russia,with new
investments and labs,from what I am aware.The technology is
very exciting.Specially time control technology as it has many
applications and uses for the future.So please do take a good
look into this area of Time..Many answers within the field of the
UFO subject are also woven into this.The Rendlesham story has
many sides to it and my views we must look at all angles and
weed out what is rubbish,Its a bit like pandoras box....Have a
wonderful day.
5 hours ago · Flag

Chris Armold Tracy... if time research is so viable and serious
why is it sharing the spotlight with these kooks and liars? Time
research... hahahahahahha yeah, it's so serious.
4 hours ago · Flag

Tracy Farley My question to you Chris,you appear very ticked
off with Rendlesham and I would ask why.Im all ears if one has
proof of anything that is incorrect.I cant speak as to why the
video of above is here.I can only speak from the knowledge I
know.Accusing others of being lias and so on,requires
evidence.Do you have this?
3 hours ago · Flag

Chris Armold Tracy, you want me to prove something didn't
happen? Care to explain how I do that? Why don't you ask John
Burroughs, Penniston and Halt to prove what they say. I spent
two years of my life serving my country thousands of miles from
home away from my family. The Legacy of the 81st SPS shouldn't
be this hokey, bogus UFO shit. It should be about the sacrifice
and service of thousand of American's who over the years kept
Europe safe and free. You ask me for evidence? What evidence
have you ever gotten from any of these people that this is
accurate? Give me one example of solid evidence that supports
their UFO claim. Just one.
13 minutes ago · Flag
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Miles Johnston Good wok guys, Best of luck
November 4 at 10:49am · Like · Comment

Chris Armold And what exactly is the "work" they are doing?
13 hours ago · Flag

Justice for the Bentwaters 81st Security Police at Rendlesham
Forest 1980 These are the statements on Rendlesham UFO incident. It
remains today, unsolved... It has confirmed that a craft-of-unknown-
origin did have a controlled landing and remained on the ground for 45
minutes, then it initiated and completed a contolled take off... Theories,
have ranged from ETs to Time Travelers, or both...
See More

HIGH RANKING OFFICIALS CONFIRM Rendlesham forest
UFO incident. The best documented landing and take-
www.youtube.com
http://www.facebook.com/group.php?
gid=118776534810576#! NO BACKGROUND MUSIC! Lord
Peter Hill Norton(RIP), General Gordon E. Williams,Charles
Halt, James Penniston John Burroughs, Georgina Bruni(RIP),
James Fox, Edward Cabansag. These are the statements on
Rendlesham UFO incident. It remains today, ...

November 4 at 6:05am · Like · Comment

Michael Radford, Valerie Hood, Solaris BlueRaven and 3 others like
this.

Chris Armold Oh please. This High Ranking Official didn't
confirm anything. In fact Lord Norton was so uninformed he had
no idea that A-10's are incapable of delivering nuclear weapons
and the weapons storage area at RAF Woodbridge was used for
training only during this period. C'mon, ask some questions you
bunch of sheep.
14 hours ago · Flag

Tracy Farley Well I do believe one gentleman will indeed come
past and explore this area further.My views we must remain
polite and explore as much as possible,without getting
frustrated and annoyed.I do agree we must ask questions.
5 hours ago · Flag

Chris Armold Tracy, you just said absolutely nothing. You
"believe" one gentleman will indeed come past? WTF does that
mean? I'm one gentleman and I'm telling you that these guys are
full of shit. I'm not interested in being polite when scammers
blowing smoke up my ass.
4 hours ago · Flag

Tracy Farley Then please start with evidence support your
words.?
3 hours ago · Flag

Tracy Farley Start with one factor that is false and why in the
Rendlesham story from the begining.Let us do this thing..Lets
find what is false,or what you beleive to be.I like leaving no
stones unturned and let those in the story answer.
3 hours ago · Flag

Chris Armold Your question is far to general and bogus. The
onus of proof is not on me. It's not on people who say this is
bullshit. The burdon of proof is on those who claim to have seen
a UFO. Make them prove it. So far they have utterly failed.
11 minutes ago · Flag

Sebastian de Apocalypsis Time for the US and UK governments to
release all information relating to the Rendlesham Forest incident -
time to come clean and reveal the facts of what is known to have taken
place.
November 3 at 1:26am · Like · Comment

James Penniston likes this.

Chris Armold Sebastian, and what information do you think
they have? Do you really think the US government or the Brits for
that matter, have any interest or time for this type of stupidity?
Have you considered that perhaps the only thing that happened
in the forest were flickering lights?
13 hours ago · Flag

Deborah Anne Hart Nice page guys! Good job!
November 2 at 6:08pm · Like · Comment

James Penniston likes this.

Chris Armold It's pure fantasy! It's amazing, it's perfect. It's
hilarious!
14 hours ago · Flag

Selena Kareena Hi James, I read the 'The Rendlesham Forest
Incident' article in OPEN MINDS mag. Best of Luck, You have my
empathy and support!
November 2 at 6:00pm · Like · Comment
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RECENT ACTIVITY

Chris Armold I sense an incredible lack of minds here at all.
13 hours ago · Flag

Terry O'Sheehan think i want more info on this topic so i can get to
the bottom of it
November 2 at 5:28pm · Like · Comment

Chris Armold likes this.

Chris Armold here's the bottom line. It's all made up. You just
solved the case!
13 hours ago · Flag

Kevin Still You men are great Americans.
November 2 at 4:56pm · Like · Comment

Chris Armold I assure you, I'm considerably greater than these
guys.
13 hours ago · Flag

Tim Beckley As the publisher of the only American book on the
subject From Out Of The Blue by Jenny Randles we support you fully in
your cause. 
Tim Beckley, 
www.ConspiracyJournal.com
November 2 at 4:17pm · Like · Comment

Chris Armold And just what would this "cause" be? By the way,
do you mean the book that's number 3 million something on
Amazon top 100? The book with one review that concludes by
saying that Randles proves nothing? Her book Sky Crash was an
amateur effort and this book appears to be a concoction of her
"hopes and wishes" that a UFO landed in the forest. The best
part of the book is the comic book horror movie cover! Great job
on that! As for the story... well...she wasn't there now was she?
13 hours ago · Flag

Joe Gooch The Sun page as mentioned in my previous post

November 2 at 3:50pm

Joe Gooch Just did a google news search for UFO and it came up
with a story on The Sun website claiming 'Never heard before tapes of
the Rendlesham incident have been released' yet when you click on the
link it's gone. If you search The Sun web page there's no sign of the
article and if you search Rendlesham in a google news sea...
See More

November 2 at 3:42pm

Linda Bouldin Hello and Thanks for the invite! :)
November 2 at 2:43pm · Like · Comment

Ellen Stuart Thank you for keeping us all informed of your efforts
and this new site!
November 2 at 2:16pm · Like · Comment

James Alfronce Watson Jr I find this case to be one of the most
compelling ufo events ever.
November 2 at 12:39pm · Like · Comment

Chris Armold What makes this case so compelling? The fact that
no one asks any hard questions?
13 hours ago · Flag

Justice for the Bentwaters 81st Security Police at Rendlesham Forest 1980
discussed Links on the Justice for the Bentwaters 81st Security Police at
Rendlesham Forest 1980 discussion board.

Lee Newsome keep going jim, they cant hold the truth back forever.
November 2 at 12:34pm · Like · Comment

Chris Armold What truth is being held back...and who are they?
13 hours ago · Flag
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Dirk Vander Ploeg Bentwater is the UK's Roswell. We should
remember everyone who was there is 1980. Dirk
November 2 at 12:26pm · Like · Comment

Chris Armold I was there in 1980 and this isn't Roswell. Not
even close. However, come to mention it, Roswell just turned out
to be a high-altitude weather balloon. I suppose since that was
deemed bogus and we know this Rendlesham thing is a sham, I
suppose you might be right! Two make-believe incidents. As
much as I appreciate the sentiment of "remembering" those who
were there I would prefer you remember my presence and those
of my fellow USAF cops was to protect freedom and democracy
from the russians. it was the cold war and I assure you my
contributions defeating that menace are what I want included in
my legacy... not this fraudulent make believe crap.
13 hours ago · Flag

Justice for the Bentwaters 81st Security Police at Rendlesham
Forest 1980 Thank you for coming to this site fb friends... We just
wanted to expand the base with the Justice Site... You should be able to
all you did before with the old site... If not let John Burroughs or myself
know and we will correct it... Lots of stuff in the works.... Hopefully
answers will abound us.
November 2 at 12:21pm · Like · Comment

Michael Radford, Solaris BlueRaven, Milena Bressan and 5 others like
this.

Tom Johansson It´s possible to attach photos and videos to
this new page but it´s not possible to attach links.
November 2 at 1:48pm · Flag

Dave Kelly Tom you can still post click-able URLs within your
message,
I think only admins can post links with embedded URLs.
November 2 at 2:19pm · Flag

Chris Armold Really? You guys are now victims???? Really?
Pathetic
13 hours ago · Flag

David Lloyd Glad to be aboard guy !
November 2 at 12:17pm · Like · Comment

Brian Hamby Thanks Mr. Penniston! I am happy to support your new
page. 10000 by the end of the day!
November 2 at 12:15pm · Like · Comment

Thomas Perry This is good.
November 2 at 12:14pm · Like · Comment

Justice for the Bentwaters 81st Security Police at Rendlesham
Forest 1980 Welcome to the Justice for the Bentwaters 81st new
facebook page.
Please like and help spread the word as we seek truth and full
disclosure after 30 years.
November 2 at 8:06am · Like · Comment

Michael Radford, Melanie Trinder, Barbara Ann Campbell and 4
others like this.

Justice for the Bentwaters 81st Security Police at Rendlesham Forest 1980 edited
their Website and Description.
Justice for the Bentwaters 81st Security Police at Rendlesham Forest 1980 joined
Facebook.
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